Investigation Summary Report

Hyatt High School
Fields, LA

HISTORY
The first Hyatt School was built around the late 1800's by the Hyatt family who settled along
Windham Creek in the 1860's. It was nothing more than a wood framed house consisting of five
to six rooms total. Due to population growth caused by an oil boom in the area, a new school was
constructed in 1939. This new brick laid school consisted of enough class rooms to handle k-12
grades, a large gym with stage, small building in back with rooms for Ag/welding classes, and a
building next door for a cafeteria. The old original school building, along with another wood
framed building, original cafeteria, was brought down to be used as extra class rooms. Through
the years since, there have been many claims of possible paranormal activity taking place there.
Claims such as voices being heard when nobody else was around, basketballs heard bouncing in
gym only to find nobody inside, locker doors slamming shut, doors locking on their own, lights
cutting off and on, shadows being seen, freezer doors in cafeteria closing on their own, heater in
girls bathroom being cut on at breaker box, and cold spots felt through out. LaSpirits SW
Chapter was given the privilege of investigating the claims reported about the school. We started
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the investigation at 8 pm and left the premises around 3:30 am the next morning. During the
investigation we encountered a few personal experiences such as when one investigator closed a
particular class room door, it began to shake as though it wanted to reopen. Two investigators
had a K-II hit, and felt a cold spot as well in the cafeteria. A female voice as well as several
knocking sounds was heard in gym area.
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